Proof. If z = 1 is a multiple root of P(z) then z = 1 is also a root of P'(z) and since 1 is in C*(l), the assertion is true in this case. Henceforth we assume that z = 1 is a simple zero. Let P(z) be given by (1.1).
We map S onto the right halfplane by setting w=(l+z)/(\ -z). This transformation takes <j>(z) into
By hypothesis |z*| 3*1, and hence R(wk)^0, for k = \, 2, • • • , n -1. If <£(«») has a zero at w=v, then $(z) will have a zero at the image point f = 0j -l)/(ij + l), and hence P'(f) W'H also De zero. We multiply the last factor in (2.2) by n(w-wk) and examine the resulting polynomial equation. Hence equation (2. 3) has at least one root rn* such that T?(i7*)^l.
Then f*»(ij*--l)/(t?*+l) is a zero of P'(z) and f* lies in the disk C*(l). Consider now the particular polynomial Piffi) = (z -l)(z -e<")(z -«r*») = z» -(1 + 2 cos a)z2 + (1 + 2 cos a)z -1.
Then Pj(z) has zeros at (2.6) ft, f, = (1/3)(1 + 2 cos « ± ¿(2(1 + 2 cos a)(l -cos a))1'2), where the quantity under the radical is positive if 0<ce<27r/3. It is an easy matter to show that as a runs from 0 to 27r/3 the points ft and ft describe the boundary of C*(l).
